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Recipients are skilled in Go-To-Market Intelligence, Prospecting, and Campaign Effectiveness 

Vancouver, WA, March 11, 2020 —ZoomInfo, the global leader in go-to-market (GTM) intelligence solutions, today announced the launch of two new
certifications. ZoomInfo University trains customers to leverage the combined ZoomInfo Powered by DiscoverOrg platform to accelerate sales and
marketing success. The certifications exemplify advanced knowledge and expertise in popular topics, including Account-Based Marketing (ABM), cold
calling, storytelling, sales and marketing alignment, personalizing campaigns, email marketing, and much more. Recipients will receive an official hard
copy of the certification and a LinkedIn badge to showcase their achievements. 

“With the certifications, we’ve answered a call from our customers to validate their proficiency using our platform and recently added suite of products
and features,” said Jenny Campbell, VP, Customer Experience. “Professionals who successfully complete the program are excited to walk away with
an official accreditation that highlights their ability to truly master a data-driven approach to sales and marketing.”

ZoomInfo University offers comprehensive courses that can be taken at one’s own pace, including on-demand courses that feature interactive
role-playing, case studies, discussion sessions, and hands-on product training. ZoomInfo University is available to all ZoomInfo Customers to support
their go-to-market efforts.

To learn more about ZoomInfo University and the certification program, please visit the University page. 

About ZoomInfo

Built over 20 years ago, ZoomInfo Powered by DiscoverOrg has become the go-to-market standard for over 13,500 companies worldwide. Designed
to be the single source of truth, the ZoomInfo platform offers best-in-class technology paired with unrivaled data coverage, accuracy, and depth of
contacts, companies, and opportunities essential to empower sales, marketing and recruiting professionals to hit their numbers. Deeply embedded
into business workflows and technology stacks — including integrations with the leading CRM, Sales Engagement, Marketing Automation, and Talent
Management applications — ZoomInfo is capable of delivering more predictable, accelerated, and sustainable growth than any stand-alone solution.
ZoomInfo’s investors include TA Associates, The Carlyle Group and 22C Capital. For more information about our leading marketing and  sales
intelligence solution, visit www.zoominfo.com.
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